UNIQUE design
PROVEN performance
INNOVATIVE engineering
The TCI Design Team worked closely with leading industry specific
experts identifying key areas that would substantially improve the
performance of plastic harvest bins.
Drawing on the latest design and FEA software our team modelled
and simulated SureStore’s harsh working conditions.
The final product delivers superior performance and strength that
will substantially improve fruit quality and raise hygiene, operating
and safety standards:
 4 integrated moulded-in stainless steel beams that minimise

side flex like no other bin on the market.
 No special stropping required.
 Timber skids to reduce slippage for improved safety.
 Modular design dramatically lowers freight cost by approxi. 50%.
 Modular design also means that damaged components can

be easily and cost effectively replaced thus extending service life.

Integral Stainless Steel
bar for
remarkable strength

Smooth
rounded
edges

Manufactured from UV
resistant food grade
Polypropylene

Made in New Zealand

Replaceable
timber skids for safety

Moulded-in
customer Logo

Polycarbonate
label/card holder

SureStore is an innovative product engineered from the
ground up to meet some very demanding requirements.

SUPERIOR performance!
Integral Stainless Steel
bar for remarkable strength

Polycarbonate
label/card holder

Smooth
rounded edges

Replaceable
timber skids (for safety)

Moulded-in
customer Logo

 UV Resistant Polypropylene

 Durable PC label holder

 Vented

 Embossed customer/brand name

plate (42mm x 80mm)

 Robust and sturdy
 Modular design (easy to repair/replace parts)
 Stainless Steel reinforced sides — minimal

Lateral Flexn(5mm at 230kgf)

 Multi-stack (up to 12 bins high)
 Capacity: 625 litres
 Freight efficient

(reducing costs by approximately 50%)

 No special stropping required

 Proven track record

 Timber skids

 Recyclable

 Smooth rounded edges

 Proudly New Zealand made and

 Antibacterial

owned

Easy loading...
No special
stropping
required.

Remarkable
strength

Berry Bins

Produce Bins available in your choice of colours — minimum quantities apply. Customer logo option.
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www.tcinz.co.nz/Vented_Bins.htm
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